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Summary

1. We have patients coming for tests every week.

2. We do (transplant) operations every month.

3. Every year we do around 100 (kidney transplant) operations.

4. Li Zhijian is already retired, but still works at the clinic. He is in Urology Surgery. He 
was the former director after all!

5. The chief physician for kidney transplants is Director Deng. Our transplant program 
has only one director called Director Deng.

6. There are only four doctors in our program, which are Doctor Hou, Doctor Chen, 
Doctor Gong, and Doctor Jiang.

Translation

Doctor Chen: Hello?

Investigator: Hi, hello! Is this Zhongshan City People’s Hospital, Guangdong Province?

Doctor Chen: Yes.

Investigator: Hi hello. Well, is this Kidney Transplant? I think my family member wants 
to get a kidney transplant done at your place. So I’d like to ask you, consult you here 
briefly. That is, how should we…if we go there, should we first get the tissue typing done, 
or see a doctor? After that, how long would we have to wait?

Doctor Chen: Where are you from?



Investigator: I am from Maoming.

Doctor Chen: You can come see a doctor at the clinic first.

Investigator: I know. Well, if we go through the tissue typing and join the waiting list, 
after the tissue typing is done, how long would we have to wait?

Doctor Chen: That is hard to say. Some are fast, some are slow.

Investigator: Well, are there many patients waiting in line at your hospital right now?

Doctor Chen: Every week there are patients coming for the tests. First you go through the 
tests, such as the tissue typing, and then we look at your situation.

Investigator: So every week, every week there are patients going through the operations?

Doctor Chen: Every week? Those details I cannot disclose. (Investigator: Ah.). We have 
operations every month.

Investigator: Ah, you do it every month. As my classmate’s father got it done in your 
place, he got his kidney transplant done there, but that was, that was a few years ago.

Doctor Chen: What was his name?

Investigator: His full name, the specific name I don’t know either. Well, every year, every 
year, can you do 100 or 200 cases?

Doctor Chen: Well…, it is around 100 cases.

Investigator: So, who shall I look for if I go there? What’s your last name?

Doctor Chen: Well, if you’d like to…because of the pandemic now (Investigator: Of 
course.), during the pandemic if you come…in the past perhaps, your colleague’s father 
was probably hospitalized in the Inpatient Service Unit on the 9th floor of the clinic. Now 
we have moved to another location. Our Inpatient Service Unit has been relocated to the 
12th floor, renamed the Pandemic Special Clinic.

Investigator: Ah, right. So what is your last name?

Doctor Chen: Ah, my last name is Chen.

Investigator: Ah, your last name is Chen. Well, I have another question here, that is, if I 
go there (Doctor: Yes), which chief physician shall I look for? Who shall I look for, at the 
expert clinic?



Doctor Chen: Well, our clinic is open on Wednesdays, every Wednesday. It’s the kidney 
center, 404, located on the Fourth floor of the outpatient clinic. Doctor Hou is there at the 
clinic.

Investigator: Doctor Hou?

Doctor Chen: Yes, that’s right. Please first go ask Doctor Hou to prescribe the nuclear 
acid test and get it done. After that, if it turns out to be okay, then you’ll be arranged for
hospitalization and other tests. If there are no problems with all those tests, or if there are, 
either way, we will contact you for additional tests, or adjust the patient’s body into the
best condition.

Investigator: Uh, his health condition is okay now, as he is hospitalized in another 
hospital, a small one.

Doctor Chen: Well, we won’t know that until, until we see the test results. (Investigator: 
Okay.) We couldn’t take your words for it. We must base (our assessment) on the test 
results.

Investigator: Well, by the way, your Director Li, Li Zhijian, is still there?

Doctor Chen: He is already retired, but still works at the clinic.

Investigator: So he works at the clinic.

Doctor Chen: He only works there.

Investigator: Can we go look for him there?

Doctor Chen: He is in the clinic. He only goes to the clinic. He is not in our transplant 
program, but in Urology Surgery. He was the former director.

Investigator: Ah, so who does the kidney transplants now? That is, who is the chief 
physician, what is the last name?

Doctor Chen: It’s Deng, Director Deng. Deng as in Deng Xiaoping.

Investigator: Ah, Director Deng. So what is his, his full name?

Doctor Chen: Right. Director Deng, when you come, you will know we have only one 
Director Deng in the transplant program.

Investigator: Okay, that’s fine. So can we go look for you there?

Doctor Chen: Well, before you come, it’s better to call and notify us in advance, because 
number one, there won’t necessarily be any vacant beds available. Number two, you have 



to go through a nuclear acid test before hospitalization. You cannot get hospitalized 
without going through the nuclear acid test first.

Investigator: Well, I’d like to know if we could look for you there? May I have your last 
name, and your full name?

Doctor Chen: Yeah, just come for Doctor Chen. Just come and look for Doctor Chen. Call 
this number, and I, we can direct, or….

Investigator: Your last name is Chen, right? Is it Cheng or Chen?

Doctor Chen: Right, right, it’s Chen with “Er” and “Dong”.

Investigator: Oh, with “Er” and “Dong”. Doctor Chen.

Doctor Chen: In our program, there are only four doctors anyway, which are Doctor Hou, 
Doctor Chen, Doctor Gong, and Doctor Jiang. Okay.

Investigator: Fine. That’s fine.

Doctor Chen: Yeah, that’s us…because in some cases, the tissue typing doesn’t
necessarily require hospitalization. Okay?

Investigator: Ah, fine. That’s fine. Thank you.

Doctor Chen: Good, good.

Investigator: Thanks. Thanks very much. Okay, thank you.


